
Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
2200 Camp Branch Road
Waynesville, NC  28786
April 5, 2023

Subject: 23CVS286 - Stunning Admission that Kevin Ensley’s 1/14/2008 Survey is Wrong!

Pat Smathers (Zeb Smathers Daddy) filing a lawsuit, 23CVS286, against Lois Hollis and Joe Lipari, is a
stunning admission that Pat/Zeb/Ed Smathers no longer believe Kevin “Adjudication” Ensley’s 1/14/2008
survey is right!  This “controversy”  is entirely due to the Davenport Analysis, on www.haywoodtp.net -

08CVS1193. Davenport analysis of "Ensley Survey" dated 1/14/2008. The survey made by Kevin
"Adjudication" Ensley, referenced as the "Ensley Survey" in 08-CVS-1193, Book 768, Page 450-453,
is wrong! That means that Judge Brad Lett's Findings of Fact and Conclusions in his ruling, are also
wrong. Nothing but coal this year for Kevin "Adjudication" Ensley's Christmas stocking. 1/14/2008.
12/21/2022...

https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/221216DavenportAnalysis.pdf 

Paragraph 7 of the COMPLAINT (23CVS286) states:

7. That a controversy has arisen between the parties as to the location of the boundary line, and Plaintiff
is in need of having a registered land surveyor locate the boundary line to permit Plaintiff to locate the
boundary line as set for in Consent Judgement to permit Plaintiff to verify location of a currently
constructed  fence in relation to the boundary line and build a more substantial fence for Plaintiff’s
protection and security.

Here, Pat Smathers is filing this lawsuit because he now believes Kevin “Adjudication” Ensley’s is wrong. 
You have to read this lawsuit to see what relief this character Pat Smathers is demanding.  Paragraphs 8 and
9 accuse Plaintiff’s of 

• unlawfully parking a vehicle on Plaintiff’s real property, and
• Plaintiff is in need of a preliminary and permanent injunction, ordering and directing the Defendants

from interfering with any surveyor and workers who will be hired by the Plaintiff to work on said fence.

[Editor’s Note: Surveyors will be hired to work on verification of a boundary line, not to work on a fence.]

This whole lawsuit is not only laughable, but frivolous.

The following two pages show the COMPLAINT by Pat Smathers, Zeb Smathers Daddy.  Relevant
sections has been highlighted in yellow.

[Editor’s Note: It is not clear if Ed Smathers is related to either Zeb Smathers or Pat Smathers.  The only
thing that is known for sure is that Pat Smathers is Zeb Smathers Daddy.]
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There are so many absurdities with this lawsuit, it is difficult to figure out a starting point.  So, in no
particular order, here we go...

• Why is Pat Smathers, Zeb Smathers Daddy, filing this lawsuit with Ed Smathers as his client, and
not Zeb Smathers, who already represents Ed Smathers in the Assault against a Female case,
22CR50955?

Pat Smathers was the original lawyer against Joe Lipari, 08-CVS-1193, so maybe Pat Smathers is
trying to wipe some egg off his face?  James Weaver “Kirk” Kirkpatrick the III was Joe Lipari’s
defense lawyer, but turned on Joe Lipari.  James Weaver “Kirk” Kirkpatrick the III has since been
thrown out as a county commissioner by Haywood County Voters in the last election.

Why didn’t Zeb Smathers file this lawsuit?  Is Zeb Smathers too busy with other stuff to be bothered
with this lawsuit?  After all, Zeb Smathers has to contend with -

• His lawsuit against Mission Hospital,
• Defending himself against a Grievance with the North Carolina Bar Association, 22G1392,
• Figuring out how to calm Ed Smathers who has busted every order given to him by Judge Monica

Leslie,
• Dealing with the Evergreen Paper Mill plant shut down.

• Doesn’t Pat Smathers have enough to do representing the Haywood County School Board?

• Pat/Zeb/Ed Smathers find themselves in a quandary, because the “Fence from Hell” is now on thin ice. 
This is the fence Ed Smathers put up, on now a questionable boundary line to harass Lois Hollis and
Joe Lipari, also cutting off their original driveway.
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• Why is Pat Smathers requesting a preliminary and permanent injunction, ordering and directing the
Defendants from interfering with any surveyor and workers who will be hired by the Plaintiff to work
on said fence?

It is certainly in the best interest of Lois Hollis and Joe Lipari to have another independent surveyor
come in and re-confirm their suspicions, as outlined in the Davenport Analysis, and have this new
surveyor re-establish the original boundary line.  Why on God’s Green Earth would they want to
interfere?  

I know!  Pick me, pick me!  

Pat/Zeb/Ed Smathers will want to keep this new surveyor from discovering the Davenport Analysis,
and by them imposing an injunction, maybe the new surveyor will not find out about the Davenport
Analysis.

• Looks like Pat/Zeb Smathers are not the only one’s with egg on their face.  Let’s not forget about the
NC Board of Examiners for Engineers and Surveyors, with their two letters, first exonerating Kevin
Ensley from any wrongdoing, by Andrew Ritter, Executive Director on October 27, 2022, then chastising
James Davenport for his pointing out Ensley’s 10' overlap.  See the two (2) letters by Andrew Ritter on
the following two pages...

• If this case goes to Superior Court, Judge Brad Letts will probably have to recuse himself, as he was the
original District Court Judge (at the time) who ruled on this case, using what is now described as a
“controversial” survey by Kevin “Adjudication Ensley.

The list could go on and on, so please stay tuned to www.haywoodtp.net for more of this cluster [Expletive
Deleted].

Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
Haywood County Taxpayer
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